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No SCAMPS club meeting is
scheduled for August as of this
newsletter release. Many thanks to
Lance and John Powers for hosting
the July meeting. A small turnout,
but we all enjoyed it.

Donut Schedule Coordinator is

Jane Cover (909) 851-2075
~Volunteers are responsible to
coordinate with other members if
they cannot fulfill their
commitment~

President’s Corner- June 2021
•

by Bernie Crowe

We got a nasty surprise at the end of June when this crew was
spotted boring deep holes on the edge of the free flight area.

I talked to the head honcho
and he said they were taking
soil samples for the “owner”
to determine if the land is
suitable for residential
development! Gene Drake talked with them too and was told they were finding water at 35
feet which is probably too shallow to permit development. And as Lance pointed out, any
development will have to follow fossil protocols too, so it may be a tad early to panic!
•

Some bad news: we learned that long time SCAMP Alan Arnold passed away earlier this
year. His daughter Shelley told me Alan wanted all his planes and equipment to be donated
to the Club, and Joe Jones has already picked up the bulk of this. See below for more info.

•

We got some serious news from past-President Dan Heinrich this week also. Due to a
persistent infection in one of his feet he will be having surgery to amputate the foot July 22.
His convalescence will take some time, so please keep him and his daughter Taylor in mind
and drop him a line if you get chance.

Allan Arnold’s daughter Shelley is donating his model airplane stuff to the SCAMPS. I am in the
process of obtaining Allan’s “stuff,” inventorying it, and photographing it. It will be available to
the SCAMPS and members of other related organizations.
There are a lot of airplanes, motors, building and flying supplies, and related stuff. So far, two carloads have been recovered. It looks like one or two car-loads to go!
If there is anything of Allan’s that you remember and would like, please contact me at:
jbjones@socal.rr.com. I have a lot more stuff than space and would like to pass things on as soon
as possible.
-Joe Jones
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SCAMPS NEWS

By Clint Brooks

I think I missed one of the best model saves ever seen during
our last club contest. I won’t spoil the rest of the newsletter, but
it was a rather phenominal change of fate for one errant glider.
I doubt you could repeat it in a lifetime or two of free flight
aeromodeling!
Speaking of club contests, we are going to be looking at a
revamped format and some new events starting next year. The
details are forthcoming, and your club leadership hopes this will
make it more interesting to get involved and also satisfy some
itches that have been unfulfilled in our contest agenda over the
past few years. The club has a wide range of events that we
have flown, but some of these are losing popularity and based
on what we see being flown consistently at Perris, some
new/retread events need to be brought back and polished up for
renewed consideration.
In my opinion, we are probably going to be looking at events and model types that lend themselves
well to two minute maxes. This is for several reasons; one is the fact the field is really best for two
minute maxes given all the hazards it tends to throw up each year depending on rains and other
factors brought on by landowners. The second is the fact that most of us are starting to find it
objectionable to be involved with long retrievals over uneven and obscured terrain. If you haven’t
noticed, the larger gas models and such are generally being flown to test and most fly at contests
conducted at Lost Hills or other sites that have reasonable space to fly their normal max times. Perris
is great for a lot of things, but it’s not much better than a CAT III contest location in the final
analysis.
A preview of a couple of events being discussed. One is going to be given the title “Flying Scale”,
which is to say the focus of the event will be on flying scale models, and just that. We aren’t
planning the documentation and other subjective steps used to conduct an FAC or other scale eventit’s just a chance to bring out your fleet of scale stuff and enjoy trying to get good flying times with
them. Build that Taylorcraft or Fleet biplane and have fun flying it. After all, the flying
characteristics are key to any successful scale contest, so why not have some time to focus on that
aspect and go into the next FAC event with a leg up on the trim of the model.
Another idea is to introduce a simple rubber powered stick model event that allows quick build
designs and little remorse if they disappear in a thermal. These would open motor designs of which
there are many to choose from, or design your own. To make it a bit more interesting, there will be a
multi-engine category. This is where you can design that P-38 into a simple stick model
configuration and learn how to fly two rubber motors on one airplane. It’s a hoot to try, and the
simplicity won’t cause anguish trying to construct a successful model.
Of course, we are interested in input for these events and others we may not be thinking about. But
please, if you want to critique, be prepared to help out and make changes happen.
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Another demonstration of the value of a GPS tracker system was recently put on by David Wade,
who has taken time to document the event for the rest of us. No doubt, without a tracker most of us
would have packed up and headed home less the airplane we came out with. David is a very
tenacious bird dog in his own right, and his story tells it all.
I had my Coupe/Andrade model fly away at the July contest because I messed up setting the DT.
After a short and futile chase, I returned to the launch site and watched the Pyxis GPS tracker count
up the meters until it lost the signal at about 3500 meters away. I packed up the van and headed off
in the direction of the arrow on the receiver. About ten minutes later I picked up the signal at around
500 meters away. I followed that to a lot with many acres of greenhouses (uh oh, some kind of a
grow operation). After getting permission (and a warning about dogs on the property!), I walked the
last 200 meters past a variety of herbs (some of which I think were types of mint and others I didn’t
recognize and chose not to look at too closely) only to find myself ankle deep in mud in one of the
greenhouses looking up
through plastic sheeting at
my plane. A small slit in the
plastic (it was already in a
state of disrepair) and I was
headed home and happy.
Looking at the distance of
the flight on a map (which
worked out to about 3500
meters or a little over 2
miles) I am assuming I lost
the signal when it landed on
the greenhouse and slid
down the plastic to a low
spot where the metal
structure was. Nevertheless,
I am a happy camper again
and considering the purchase
of a third beacon so I can
have that many planes ready
to fly at once without
swapping parts around.
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In da Woiks!
Here are a couple of mystery shots to keep
your interest up during the doldrums…

Hmmmmmm…..
I know, but won’t tell.
-ed
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Club contest report July 2021

by Bernie Crowe

It was a warm one with thermals galore! We were flying Coupe (F1G) in rubber, Bungee-launched
glider (big and small), Perris Special in Gas, and both E36 and E20 events in electric. Our caterer
was Jack Guiso and I “acted” as CD. At least for part of the contest.
The gas events had three or four participants on the field, but minimal participation in the event,
which is odd as Perris Special is usually one of the more popular gas events. It didn’t help that Ray
Peel left his stabs home! Ron Thomas put up a token flight and maxed, but no more official flights
were made.
Coupe is also typically a popular event, but only David Wade and John Alling from our brothers in
the Orbiteers flew. I entered but was Hors de Combat due to a strained knee; I could hardly stand,
let alone chase! John was flying a much-modified Baron Knight by English flier Dave White, and
racked up a score of 508 seconds for his five flights. David Wade had his own design Perrisite on
rails and hooking thermals to total 600 and the win. That’s not half the story though, as Dave
explains elsewhere in this issue!
Bungee-launch continues to be popular with two entries each in open class and in “Trooper” class.
Linda and Randy Wrisley showed their TLC-Bird Trooper-class glider still has it, racking up a 42 on
the first flight, but not being able to fly it again. Clint Brooks scored a consistent 20+ seconds on
three flights to take the win. In Open class both Linda and Clint were flying the venerated Jetstream
design. Linda put up two maxes but on the second flight had a fly-away (un-lit DT fuse!!) that
hooked a thermal and was long gone until a friendly (?) bird intervened – see Randy’s story below.
Even with the dropped third flight, Linda’s two maxes prevailed to take the win.
E20 saw three entries, but Randy did not get to fly hi MaCann-ard due to bird watching. I entered
my trusty Mini-E but only got in one flight due to my uncooperative leg. David Wade ran away with
the event flying his e-Lips to a solid win. I planned to fly E36 but once again had to give it a miss.
Clint flew his Joulebox to an impressive 5 maxes to cement the win.
About 10:30 I had to leave the field and Lance stepped up and closed out the contest for me.

SCAMPS F-1G Coupe Club Contest
NAME

MODEL

Date: 7-14-21

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5

FO-1

FO-2

SCORE

PLACE

1

Bernie Crowe

Beau Coupe II

2

John Alling

Own Design

83

107 120

508

2

3

David Wade

Perrisite

120 120 120 120 120

600

1

DNF
120

7

78

SCAMPS Electric E-20 Club Contest
NAME

MODEL

Round 1

1

Linda Wrisley

McCannard

2

Bernie Crowe

Mini-e

90

3

David Wade

eLIPS

90

Date: 7-14-21

Round 2

FO-1

Round 3

1
2

MODEL

FLT 1

Linda Wrisley

TLC Bird

Clint Brooks

JASCO Trooper 24

90

90

FLT 2

FLT 3

FLT 4

66

FLT 5

22

1
2

MODEL

FLT 1

FLT 3

2

336

1

SCORE

PLACE

42

2

71

1

Date: 7-14-21
FLT 4

FLT 5 FLYOFF SCORE

PLACE

Linda Wrisley

Jetstream

120 120

240

1

Clint Brooks

Jetstream

46 120 66

232

2

SCAMPS Perris Special Club Contest
NAME
1

FLYOFF

25

FLT 2

90

Date: 7-14-21

42

SCAMPS Open Class Bungee Launch Glider
NAME

SCORE PLACE

DNF

SCAMPS Trooper/Scale Glider Bungee Launch Contest
NAME

FO-2

Ron Thomas

MODEL

PS

FLIGHT 1

FLIGHT 2

FLIGHT 3 FLYOFF 1 FLYOFF 2

120

SCAMPS E-36 Club Contest
NAME

Date: 7-14-21

MODEL

1

Bernie Crowe

Fugette

2

Clint Brooks

Joulebox

FLIGHT 1

SCORE

PLACE

120

1

SCORE

PLACE

Date: 7-14-21

FLIGHT 2

FLIGHT 3 FLYOFF 1 FLYOFF 2

DNF
120

8

120

120

120

120

600

1

RDT (that’s ‘Raptor DT’ to you)

by Randy Wrisley

At the July monthly contest Linda bungee launched our new Jetstream A-1 for our second official
flight. It was around 8:00 AM and there wasn't much good air or so I thought! The glider climbed to
the top of the line and released itself into a weak thermal. I did not light the DT due to what I
thought was mediocre air. The Jetstream circled in the thermal climbing slowly until it crossed the
dirt road. Then it found another thermal and began a much more spirited climb. The glider was now
very high headed towards the freeway. Three of us watched until it was only a dot in the sky. One of
the sharper-eyed guys spotted a bird in close proximity. Suddenly the bird dove on the Jetstream
and struck it on the left wing at the dihedral joint. The impact broke the leading edge and main spar
creating a large amount of washin. The wounded glider spun down and impacted about 50 yards
from the freeway. I was able to retrieve it with minimal damage. I had never seen anything like this
before! However, I will light the fuse on the DT from now on.

QUIZ
Name the things that will allow you to Dethermalize your Free Flight airplane
HINT
There are no wrong answers
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Before I end this issue, it needs to be said that the distribution email list for the SCAMPS electronic
newsletter is intended for just that, and only that. Please don’t use the list to distribute your political
views or other non-flying related matter. Keep the SCAMPS channel a happy place for all.
And here is a neat launch sequence of an Apache II E-36 model in Australia. Malcolm Campbell
treated me to this photo burst image he took of Kathy Buford launching her Apache. It really shows
the straight-line climb pattern it’s starting into. I hope he can get a sequence from launch to glide
transition to compare it to what we think it looks like mentally when setting up a power trim pattern.
And no, Kathy really
has two feet on the
ground.
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2021 Free Flight Contest Schedules -Perris/Taibi Site Unless Otherwise Noted
SCAMPS Monthly Club & Sanctioned Contest Schedule 2021 V 1.0
Mo

Day

Jan
Feb
Mar
Mar

13
17
TBD
17

Apr
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Sep
Oct
Oct
Nov
Dec

Mo
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sep
Sep
Oct
Nov
Nov
Dec

Rubber

Power

AMA Gas & E Combined
Nostalgia all Combined

P30

Electric

CD

F1S (E-36)

B. Crowe
C. Brooks
cancelled
B. Crowe

OT Small Rubber (comb)
E Nostalgia
SCAMPS 13th Annual Taibi Contest-Perris
OT Large Rubber + Bungee-launch glider
Golden Age Small & Large
AMA Electric
ATTENTION!! The date of the next SCAMPS club contest has been changed to April 28
28 P30 + Small Open Rubber (Andrade)
Perris Special, OTSG Sm/Lg
F1S + E20
10 & 11 SCAMPS/SCIF Texaco-Lost Hills
12 Nos Rubber/Nos Wakefield
AMA Gas & E Combined
E Nostalgia
16 Gollywock Mass Launch + OT Small Rubber (comb) Golden Age Small & Large
AMA Electric
14 Coupe (F1G) + Bungee-launch glider
Perris Special, OTSG Sm/Lg
F1S + E20
11 OT Large Rubber (comb)
AMA Gas & E Combined
E Nostalgia
TBD Lotto/Twin Pusher-Perris
15 Classic Coupe
Golden Age Small & Large
E36
13 OT Small Rubber + Bungee-launch glider
Perris Special, OTSG Sm/Lg
E20
TBD SCAMPS/San Valeers Annual??
Lost Hills
10 P-30 + Small Open Rubber (Andrade)
AMA Gas & E Combined
E Nostalgia
8
OT Large Rubber (comb)
Nostalgia all Combined
AMA Electric

San Diego Orbiteers Monthly Club & Sanctioned Contest Schedule 2021
Rubber
Power
HLG/CLG
P-30
(1/31 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
Coupe (2/28 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
OT/Nostalgia rubber (3/28 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
P-30 Oldenkamp Mem. (4/25 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
Coupe
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
OT/Nostalgia rubber (6/27 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
Fun Fly- no contest planned
Fun Fly- no contest planned
4 & 5 Scale Staffel
19
P-30 (9/26 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
17
Coupe (10/24 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
13 & 14 SDO/FGMC FF Bonanza-Lost Hills
21
OT/Nostalgia rubber (11/28 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
19
Make-up events (12/26 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
Day
24
21
21
18
30
13
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C. Brooks
D. Heinrich
B. Crowe
L. Powers
B. Crowe
C. Brooks
H. Cover
B. Crowe
C. Brooks

CD
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny

John Hutchison
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny
Don Bartick
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny

N

Note to guests interested in observing or flying free flight models at Perris:
The usual time to catch us in the act is in the morning. Most Saturday mornings are when people
come out to test fly or tune up their models and skills, and just have a good time. You can observe
the Southern California Aero Team (SCAT) FAI rubber and glider flyers along with with others
flying a range of model types-mostly endurance rubber powered and electric or gas powered. Scale
free flight models are flown when the San Diego Scale Staffel has their FAC contests-check their
website for schedules. These are typically conducted over two day periods to get in all the event
categories normally flown. Flying usually starts 7-ish and ends late morning depending on winds.
There is a larger group that flies on Wednesday as well if you would rather make a mid-week trip.
Come join us-see the map above for an idea on directions-it’s on the east side of the 215 freeway, off
San Jacinto Ave.-there is a dirt road entrance on the right.
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FYI-Alternative fun if you like control line flying
Come watch your editor try his hand at Beginner Aerobatics!
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